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This dreamy, lyrical picture book will reach a whole new audience, joining the ranks of Betsy's other

beloved board and novelty formats, Haiku Baby and Have You Ever Tickled a Tiger?
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My daughter and I love cuddling up with this book. Betsy Snyder sets such a peaceful and beautiful

setting that grows sweeter throughout. My 2 yr old is always noticing the little critters -- the curled-up

wooly bears and the fuzzy fluffs of ducklings bathing in the puddles and lets out excited giggles with

each. The artwork has so many layers adding another dimension to reading it together, and the

author's rhyme has an effortless feel. Perfect bedtime book!

In our house we read tons of books, I have two children an elementary aged daughter and a Pre-K

son and this book is still one of their favorites. We go to the library every week and had checked it

out so many times! My family got it for them for a Christmas present and we are so happy to add it

to our collection. This is a great bedtime book for kids, the writing is quite melodic and peaceful as if

it is from a dream. The pictures really make the book a show stopper, they are so sweetly done and

mirror many of my memories growing up as a child- the fireflies at night, the frogs croaking and all

the animals going to bed. This is a must have nighttime book for kids, I guarantee you will love it!

We enjoy reading our daughter this book but it annoys us that some of the lines (poem/lyric-type



lines) don't rhyme. We take turns reading every-other page and we laugh when the ends of the lines

don't rhyme and are somewhat awkward to get out. Our daughter can't tell the difference at this

point since she is only 6 months and she loves the illustrations and general meter of the lines so she

loves it, and we enjoy it too. Not quite perfect but great. We love Haiku Baby by the same author a

bit more than this one.

This is the best bedtime book! It's fun to read (the wording was carefully chosen - it's a lovely poem)

and the colors and pictures keep my 1-year-old still from start to finish (which is saying a lot these

days). I will be gifting this book to friends with babies - it's a great one to have in your collection.

My daughter (28 months) asks for this book every night since we got it a few months ago. She can

even recite this ENTIRE book from memory. The images are soothing and the verses use complex

language. We had borrowed this book from the library when daughter was 12 months old and she

liked it then as much as she does now. This is a versatile book that will take you through the toddler

years.

The stunning collage-like illustrations in this book knocked my socks off! They are just delightful --

well-composed, creative, full of personality, lusciously colored, cute! (I love the bunny slippers and

the bunny rug in the bunny's room!) The rhyming text is charming and soothing -- perfect for

bedtime reading.

This is my daughters favorite baby book. My husband and I loved it so much that we both have it

memorized. I cannot compliment this tiny little book enough. The illustrations are amazing, and the

story line is adorable yet poetic and eloquent. I was not bored reading this book to my daughter for

the hundredth time and went so far as to search down other titles by this author.We bought another

copy so that my daughter will have a fresh copy for her kids one day.Truly beautiful book.

I LOVE this book. The illustrations are so great, and the rhyming story has a great rhythm. I'm

planning on buying all of Betsy Snyder's books :)
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